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1.

INTRODUCTION

The vertical structure of the atmospherein the lower one or two kilometers of the
atmosphereis important in determining whether the atmosphericenvironment can support
phenomenaresponsiblefor Ceiling and Visibility (C&V) degradation or long-lived wake
vortices. High vertical resolution will be required to resolve many of these phenomena
properly: from less than a meter to a few tens.of meters, depending on the phenomena
(Keller, 1994). As well, it will be necessaryto have temporal resolution much higher than
that which has been traditionally available in operational meteorology. Estimates of the
atmosphere’s vertical temperature, moisture and wind structure (the so-called
State-of-the-Atmosphere Variables, or SAVs) could be obtained by balloon soundings.
This measurementprocess is not well suited for continuous, automated updates. Recent
researchin numerical weather prediction has yielded the one-dimensional boundary layer
“column” model as a possible alternative.
One-dimensional Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL) models have been designed
using physically-basedgoverning equations to diagnose and forecast the state of a single
column of the atmosphere, with special attention to the lowest one to two kilometers.
BesidesSAVs, thesemodels often include derived atmosphericvariables also important to
aviation, such as turbulent kinetic energy and liquid water content, for which profiles
cannot be easily measured.PBL column models ‘can be particularly effective when local
surface forcing, resulting from the vertical redistribution of radiative surface heating or
cooling, dominates. Turbulent eddies, generated at the surface as part of the so-called
Soil-Vegetation Atmospheric Transfer (SVAT) process,provide the dominant vehicle for
this redistribution.
Since column models cannot directly model forcing resulting from atmospheric
dynamic processessuch as horizontal advection, the most straightforward application of
thesemodels is for situations with light winds when advection is small. At thesetimes the
dominant forcing mechanisms,resulting mainly from surface heating, can be reasonably
handled within the constrained geometry of a one-dimensional vertical’column. Several
important weather phenomenaresponsiblefor operationally significant weather conditions
in the terminal area can be found in this dynamically weak environment. Specific
phenomena include morning and evening wake vortex behavior (Greene, 1986), and the
formation, lifting and burn off of radiation fog (Pitzgarrald and Lala, 1989; Tardiff and
iwack, 1994). Other phenomena for which horizontal advection can be significant, such
as marine stratus,can still be addressedby a one-dimensional column model if the forcing
by horizontal advectionis not changing rapidly in time.
We are investigating the possibility of developing a Dynamic Atmospheric Vertical
Structure Nowcast System (DAVS-NS) to provide updated and short-term forecasts of
the vertical atmospheric profile above an ITWS site. The core of this system would be a
PBL column model. Our approachinvolves using a combination of sensingtechnology and
analysis techniques that have proven successful in several researchprograms. We have
1

identified two PBL column models that have been developed and used for site-specific
forecasting applications: the Oregon State University PBL column model (Ek and Mahrt,
1993) and the Mete0 France / Paul Sabatier University COuche Brouillard Eau Liquide
(COBEL) model (Bergot and Guedalia, 1994). Because of its easy accessibility,
widespread $e and acceptancewe have begun to evaluatethe OSU model for its potential
role as an ITWS PBL column model. The OSU model has provided dependableservice in
several field* experiments providing vertical atmospheric structure information with a
vertical resolution as fine as 10 m.
A separateflux-forced version of the OSU model, FFOSU, has been created by
modifying the source code to accept measured,rather than modeled, surface fluxes of
temperature, moisture and momentum. The primary motivation for these modifications,
discussedin detail later in this report, is to reduce the error in the modeled fluxes associated with ch~aracterizingthe nature of SVAT processesover complex airport area surfaces. Potentially, an operational DAVS-NS might comprise both the FFOSU model, that
would provide a dynamically adjusting current atmosphericprofile, and anothervariant of
the OSU model that would produce a short-term atmosphericprofile forecast.
Both the original OSU and FFOSU models will be thoroughly evaluatedusing data
to be collected during the 1994-95 combined National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration (NASA) wake vortex project and ITWS test bed at Memphis International Airport
(MEM). Data from the MEM test bed will include near-surfaceflux data measuredby sensors mounted on a tower platform at heights of 5 and 45 m and numerous soundings.
In preparation for the MEM tests, these models have been evaluated using data
sets from two STORM - Fronts Experiment SystemsTest (STORM-FEST) Intensive Observation Periods (IOPs). Data from STORM-FEST (1 February - 15 March 1992) provides one of the few publicly available archives that contain both surface fluxes and
soundings. This report primarily discussesthe performance of the original OSU and
FFOSU models for two casestudiesusing archived STORM-FEST data.
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2.

DESCRIPTION OF THE OSU COLUMN MODEL

The OSU models the local tendenciesof the SAVs of horizontal momentum, potential temperatureand water vapor mixing ratio in the atmosphereusing governing equations of the general form
a- =-$
%5

*
(

1

-t- non local, larger-scaleforcing terms.

Here w is an instantaneousvalue of the vertical motion that can be expressedby its mean
(typically five-minute averages)and the deviation from this mean as

A positive correlation, (w’c’ > 0) between perturbations in the vertical motion, w’ and
some quantity E’ (e.g., temperature, moisture, etc.) correspondsto upward vertical fluxes
of the quantity E.
The over-bar shown in the first term on the right-hand side of the governing equation indicates an ensemble space-time average comprising the forcing by vertical fluxes
due to turbulent eddies. Eddies of concern in this idealized representation have spatial
scalestypically on the order of a few 100s of meters, temporal scalesless than one minute,
and are random in their behavior with no preferred directional structure. Further inspection of the governing equation reveals that it is the vertical slope of the eddy fluxes which
forces the evolution of the larger-scale ensemble-averagedatmospheric state. Forcing of
the mean atmospheric state in this way becomesmore accuratethe more the actual turbulence in the atmosphere resembles this idealized, homogeneous condition (Batchelor,
1953). Examples of direct forcing of the larger-scale ensemble averagedatmosphereinclude advection and adjustmentsby the horizontal wind to changesin the pressurefield.
Vertical fluxes in the OSU model are parameterized using a variation of the
commonly used gradient transfer technique (Troen and Mahrt, 1986). This type of
parameterization is generally considered appropriate for modeling well-mixed PBLs.
Larger-scale forcing due to vertical advection and the horizontal wind (approximated by
the geostrophic wind) are provided to the OSU model as external parameters.
Other potentially important forcing, net radiative clear-air cooling and horizontal
advection are not accounted for explicitly. Net radiative clear-air cooling can be important
during light wind situations in the lowest few tens of meters. Neglecting this forcing
mechanism may be a source of error especially for nocturnal boundary layers. Advective
forcing occurs when wind flows parallel to gradients of temperature, moisture, etc.
Horizontal advection only becomesa problem in dynamic situations, such as during frontal
passages,when it may change rapidly in time. Most anticipated applications of a
3

DAVS-NS will be for light winds and weak horizontal gradients when local forcing
associatedwith surfaceradiative heating dominates.
2.1 SVAT Model Surface Fluxes
The,BU model has been developed and studied for general numerical weather
prediction uses.Surface fluxes providing the lower boundary forcing are estimated by the
OSU model’s SVAT model. To estimaterealistic surfacefluxes, SVAT models require extensive soil and surface information that, ideally, would be obtained by a suite of in situ
sensors.Examples of thesemeasurementsinclude:
l
surface type, roughnesslength and (“skin”) temperature
l
soil type and vertical profiles of soil temperatureand moisture
l
surface water content (dew, water, ice and snow coverage)
l
vegetation canopy water content, capacity and transpiration

..

Measuring thesequantities is relatively easy for homogeneoussurfaces,but becomesvery
difficult over complex surfaces.For this reason, most column model studies have been
performed &regions with homogeneoussurfacessuch as plowed fields.
2.2 Directly keasured Surface Fluxes
To use a column model in an areawith a complex surface,such as an airport, it is
necessaryto find a way to obtain regionally representativeestimatesof the surface fluxes.
Designing an effective in situ sensor system to measure the necessarysoil and surface
characteristicsover such a complex surfacewould be daunting. Measuredfluxes provide a
possible meajrs for obtaining regionally representativesurfaceflux estimates.Field experiments have revealedthat the region of influence on the measuredfluxes can be controlled
by the selection of the height of the flux measurementsystem (Horst and Weil, 1992).
Thus, the height of the instrument packagebecomesa control mechanismfor area averaging. At least a 10 Hz sampling rate for wind, temperatureand moisture is usually required
to support the direct computation of the correlation that provide estimates of turbulent
fluxes. Correct estimates of net vertical transport rates require time averaging the covariante over periods from 5 to 20 minutes, depending on the meteorological situation (Kaimal and Finnagin, 1994).
A secondversion of the OSU model, FFOSU, was conceived that would use the
measuredsurfacefluxes rather than thoseprovided by its own SVAT module. This version
was createdby modifying the OSU model’s original software.

4
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2.3 Model Input Parameters
Besides surface and soil information, the OSU model is initialized using vertical
SAV profiles that can be obtained from either balloon or model grid point soundings.Usually, this initial input profile is observed on a rather coarse grid and is interpolated to a
finer model grid. The model then generatesadditional detail from the forcing terms. Table
1 summarizes the parameters and data required to initialize both the OSU and PFOSU
models. Table 2 summarizes the additional parametersand data required to initialize the
GSU model.
Table 1. Control parametersrequired for both OSU and FFOSU model initialization.
PARAMETER
Vertical Resolution
Time Step
Duration of Model Run
Site Latitude, Longitude
Site Time Zone
Month
Day of Month
Time of Initialization
Vertically AveragedPBL
Geostrophic Wind
Air TemperatureProfile
Vertical Motion Profile
Moisture Profile

DESCRIPTION
Maximum: 10 m from surfaceto height of 100 m
10 m resolution requires 15 s

Defined as LT minus GMT (LT = Local Time)
Defined as 1 - 12
1

IIlGiMT
Part of larger-scaleforcing; can be specified to vary in either
time or altitude
Celsius
Used to calculate larger-scalevertical advection
Mixing ratio in gmkg

5

Table 2. Additional soil and atmosphericparametersrequired to initialize the OSU model.
~P-TER
)DESCRIPTION (when necessary)
Momentum RoughnessLength
RoughnessLength for Heat
Vegetation Height
SurfaceAlbedo
Surface Pressure
Inmb
Fractional Cloud Cover
Defined as 0.0 - 1.0
Canopy Water Content
In meters
In meters
Canopy Water Capacity
Soil Type 1
Vegetation Wilting Point
Shading Factor
Plant Coefficient
Soil Depth
Depth of soil model
Soil Water Content
Air Dry Value
Available surfacemoisture
Soil Temperature
Precipitation Start Time
Hours from beginning of run
Precipitation-End Time
Hours from beginning of run
PrecipitationRate
Inmndhr
Depth of Snow
Inmm
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3.

MODEL EVALUATION WITH STORM-FEST DATA

Very few publicly available data archivesfrom field tests exist in which both surface fluxes and collocated atmosphericsoundingswere taken concurrently. An approximation for such a data set is the winter 1992 STORM-FEST experiment over the fairly
homogeneousregion of Northeast Kansas. In a proof of concept for the FFOSU model,
we have conducteda preliminary evaluation using archived STORM-FEST data.
3.1 The STORM-FEST Data Sets
The STORM-FEST data used for the casesto be discussedbelow were primarily
from the National Center for Atmospheric Research(NCAR) Atmosphere-SurfaceTurbulent Exchange Research facility (ASTER) array and Cross-chain Loran Atmospheric
Sounding System (CLASS) soundings (Figure 1). It was at the NCAR ASTER field facility array where the surface (4 m) fluxes needed for the evaluation of the FFOSU model
were measured.A problem common with the STORM-FEST data sets is that the CLASS
site was not collocated with the ASTER flux measurement site near Sabetha,KS but is
some 25 km to the west. To reconcile the resulting discrepancy in the vertical continuity,
the temperaturewas adjustedin the vertical, assuminga well-mixed condition between the
surface and the top of the PBL at the ASTER site. The structure in the free atmosphere
was not changed.Figure 2 shows the original CLASS potential temperature sounding and
the resulting adjusted profile for 1300 LT (13 LT) 12 March. Observations indicate that
the well-mixed assumptionis reasonablefor the caseschosen.
STORM-FEST was designed to gather data during midwest winter storms that
would be expectedto be very dynamic. Under these conditions, horizontal advection can
be large and vary rapidly in time. Since we are interested in caseswith weak advection, we
selectedthe light wind STORM-FEST casesof the 19 February and 12 March 1992 IOPs.
At the time these analyseswere performed, no data were available that could be used to
estimate the mean (large scale) vertical motion. The vertical motion was simply set to
zero, which is a reasonableassumptiongiven the generally weak dynamics. The large-scale
wind field was estimatedfrom the CLASS wind sounding near the top of the mixed layer
and was set to be constantin time.
3.2 Method of Evaluation
The primary purpose of this exercise is to demonstratethat the FFOSU concept is
a sound extension of the OSU model. The ASTER flux data have been compared to the
fluxes generatedby the original OSU model’s surface layer SVAT parameterization and
were used directly to “force” the FFOSU model. SVAT fluxes compared reasonably well
to measurements;however, there were differences in detail, especially for the 19 February
IOP. Small differences between the measured and SVAT flux estimates should be expected becauseof slight differences in processingof model output.
7
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Figure 1; Location of the STORM-FEST ASTER boundary layer array
@ and
I nearest CLASS site C .

0

We have used two methods to evaluatethe performance of these models. The first
evaluation involves the comparison of the five-minute time seriesof modeled temperature
and moisture at the first grid point (10 m) with the five-minute averaged 1 Hz sensorobservationsthat were at the 10 m level of the ASTER tower. Units for temperature,T, are
in “C and moisture (water vapor mixing ratio), q, in gm/m3. The second evaluation involved the comparison of the model-generatedvertical soundingswith the CLASS soundings taken after the sounding used to initialize the model. In this case,we used potential
temperature,3, in “C and mixing ratio, q, in units of gmkg.
Potential temperature,rather than temperature,is often used for soundingsbecause
potential temperature accounts for the expected temperature changeswith height due to
the effect of changing atmosphericpressure.Potential temperatureis defined as
0 = T(pofp)o’~6

where T is temperature and p. is a referencepressure(usually 1000 mb) that in this study
is set equal to the surface pressureso that near the surfacethe temperature and the potential temperature are the same.For the situation of a well-mixed boundary layer, the potential temperature would be expectedto be constantwith height.
Potential temperature is also a useful quantity for revealing atmospheric vertical
stratification; that is, how the resistanceof the atmosphereto vertical motion varies with
height. Vertical potential temperature structure can thus be viewed, albeit inversely proportional (0 z l/p), much like the variation of density with height. Layers where potential
8
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Figure 2. CLASS potential temperatureprofiles observedat 13 LT 12 March 1992

before and after adjustingby 0.75 “C.

temperature (density decreases)increaseswith altitude are convectively stable; where potential temperature decreases(density increases),convectively unstable. Layers where the
potential temperature change with altitude approacheszero are describedhas having neutral stratification. The situation is changed somewhat if the atmosphereis very moist or
cloudy and one must consider unstablestratification with respectto moist convection.
While the 10 m water vapor mixing ratio is generally expressedin terms of gm/m3,
vertical mixing ratio profiles are expressedin grams of water vapor per kilogram of dry air
(gmkg). This change of units for moisture is analogous to the change to potential temperature used above in that it becomesa conservativequantity. Without changesof state,
such as evaporation or condensation,water vapor acts as a passive tracer so that the existence of a nearly constant vertical profile of water vapor mixing ratio through the boundary layer is further evidencethat the PBL is well mixed.
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3.3 Measured and Modeled 10 m Temperature
The evaluation starts with comparisons of modeled and observed temperatures
near the surface.The modeled 10 m temperatureis forced by the vertical sensibleheat flux
profile by using either the directly measuredASTER 4 m fluxes (FFOSU) or fluxes from
the SVAT model (OSU). We begin with Figure 3 which shows the time series of the ASTER observed4 m and SVAT surface layer vertical heat fluxes for the 19 February 1992
IOP case.The observedand modeled variation of the 10 m temperaturefrom the original
OSU and FFDSU models associatedwith this heat flux is show in Figure 4. Figures 5 and
6 show the samequantities, except for the 12 March 1992 IOP case.
Better agreementcan be seenfor the 12 March than for the 19 February case. Inspection of Eigure 3 reveals that during the mid afternoon hours on 19 February the observed vertical sensible heat fluxes were significantly larger than provided by the OSU
SVAT model. A particularly significant feature for the 19 February SVAT model results is
that the SVAT heat fluxes decreaseearly, approaching zero starting just after 14 LT,
while comparably small values are not actually observeduntil after 17 LT. Figure 4 shows
that through late morning and afternoon of the 19 February IOP case,the observed 10 m
temperature increasedgradually until about 16 LT when it increasedat a more rapid rate.
Throughout the afternoon, the FFOSU model temperaturetendenciesmore closely resembled the observationsthan those of the OSU model which cooled prematurely, beginning
after 13 LT. This was about the sametime as the OSU SVAT model fluxes approachzero.
That the FFGSU temperature tendenciesthrough the afternoon more closely follow those
observedsuggeststhe larger observedsurfacefluxes used in FFOSU provided for a more
realistic vertical flux gradient. In the morning, when the OSU SVAT model fluxes are
larger than those observed,the OSU model 10 m temperature warms more rapidly than
the FFOSU model that is also too warm, but closer to the observations.
The i9 February case also provides an example of how significant horizontal advection can adverselyaffect column model performance.Basedon examination of satellite
images, there was a passageof a warm front at about 16 LT. This frontal passageis reflected in about a l°C surge in the 10 m temperaturethat is capturedby neither model.
There was much better agreement for the 12 March case. Figure 5 reveals that
during the mid afternoon hours the vertical sensibleheat fluxes were significantly larger
for 12 the March case than on 19 February. The OSU SVAT model fluxes were also
closer to those observedfor the 12 March IOP case.Where the SVAT model heat fluxes
are accurate,.as in the 12 March case, the temperature tendencies forecast both by the
OSU and Fl?OSU models were close to those observed(Figure 6). Both casesshow some
indication of spin up, with a significant temperatureincreasein the first few time steps.
All these figures show evidence of model instability during initialization: a “spin
up” problem,Model spin up can be causedby the use of initial conditions that are not
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consistent with a model’s internal physics; the resulting dynamical imbalance may cause
highly variable time-dependent solutions until the model reachesan internally consistent
state. One possible reasonthat spin up is seenin most of the results shown could be a consequenceof the ASTER and CLASS sites not being collocated. If this is the main cause
for the spin up problem, then it should be seenmuch less often when using the MEM data
sets. Another possibility is numerical instability in the finite differencing method used to
solve the differential equations. If model spin up remains a problem for the MEM data
sets,we will investigatethe numerical methodsand other aspectsof model initialization.
3.4 Measured and Modeled 10 m Moisture
The second step in the evaluation compares the modeled and observed moisture
near the surface.Moisture is a fundamentally important variable in C&V. The 10 m moisture evolution is forced by the vertical water vapor mixing ratio flux profile that uses either the directly measured ASTER 4 m fluxes or those from the SVAT model as the
lowest value in the profile. Figure 7 shows, as a function of time, the observed4 m versus
OSU SVAT model surfacelayer values of the vertical moisture (water vapor mixing ratio)
flux for the 19 February 1992 IOP. The scale for the mixing ratio is similar to those used
by other researchersto indicate significant variance graphically (Stull, 1988). Observed
and modeled variations of the 10 m water vapor mixing ratio from the original OSU and
FFOSU models associatedwith this moisture flux are shown in Figure 8. Figures 9 and 10
show the samequantities, except for the 12 March 1992 IOP.
The FFOSU model performed similarly for both the 19 February and 12 March
cases,while the OSU model performed somewhat better for the 19 February case.Figure
7 reveals after 15 LT through the mid afternoon hours on 19 February that, while becoming becoming more variable, the observed vertical moisture fluxes increased. The OSU
fluxes were forecast to decrease.The observedincreaseoccurs within an hour of the apparent warm front passageand may be a result of decreasedvertical stability that would be
expectedonce the colder air near the surfacewas displaced. This would result in more efficient vertical transport. Although the observedflux is nearly zero near the end of the data
stream shown, no evidence of flux reversal (often a sourceof dew) is evident.
The nearly constant observed 10 m water vapor mixing ratio (Figure 8) suggests
that the decreasein the surface moisture flux was due to decreasedturbulence rather than
to the drying of the surface soil vegetation canopy. As well, the passageof the warm front
resulted in no apparent significant influx of moisture. The modeled variation of the 10 m
‘moisture from the original OSU and FFOSU models is show in Figure 8. After the initial
spin up, both the OSU and FFOSU models show slight increasesin water vapor mixing ratio, although the more gradual rate of increaseof the FFOSU is closer to that observed.
The increasein the OSU model moisture after 1530 LT is probably a manifestation of the
SVAT model’s ,effect during stable boundary layer conditions. This conclusion is supported by the slightly negative surfacelayer heat fluxes seenin Figure 3.
13
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Vertical moisture fluxes at the surfacewere-significantly larger on 12 March than
on 19 February (Figure 9). The OSU model moisture fluxes are biased high compared to
those observedfor the 12 March IOP. Inspection of Figures 8 and 10 shows that the PBL
on 12 Marchwas generally drier than on 19 February (3 versus5 gm/m3). Consistent with
the higher moisture fluxes, the OSU model gradually moistened the lower boundary layer
(10 m), while the FFOSU model kept the moisture level generally constant and closer to
the observed:behavior. One possible cause for the higher OSU SVAT model moisture
fluxes and resulting higher mean water vapor mixing ratio is that the soil model kept the
near-surfacesoil and vegetative canopy too moist. Again, both cases show strong evidence of spinup, with large tendenciesin the first few time steps.
3.5 Measured and Modeled Potential Temperature Profiles
One of the more valuable contributions of a DAVS-NS would be its ability to provide detailed information about atmospheric vertical structure in the lower atmosphere.
The vertical stratification of the atmosphereis an important quantity for defining the atmospheric environment that supports the evolution of C&V phenomena. For example, a
constant potential temperaturethrough the boundary layer indicates that it is well mixed.
The existenceof a stableboundary layer, where potential temperatureis decreasingrapidly
with height, has been identified as an important factor in limiting the longevity of wake
vortices.
Our next step is to compare the observedand modeled soundingsfor the 12 March
case. Both models were initialized using the CLASS sounding and ASTER surface data
for 13 LT. Forecastprofiles are comparedto the equivalent observedprofiles using 14 and
15 LT CLASS soundings.Due to the absenceof CLASS soundingsto provide the validating profiles, it was not possible to perform the sameexperiment for 19 February.
Figure 11 shows CLASS potential temperature (a) and water vapor mixing ratio
(b) profiles observedat 13, 14 and 15 LT on 12 March 1992.A relatively shallow unstable
layer (dWdz <O) of about 100 m can be seennear the surface. Above this layer the PBL
approachesn.utral instability (dWdz H 0); the combination of the shallow unstable layer
underlying the neutral layer allows for the PBL to be consideredwell mixed. Under these
conditions the PBL depth is well defined. The depth of the mixed layer, indicated by the
near neutral stratification, increasedfrom just over 600 m to nearly 800 m by 14 LT and to
about 900 m by 15 LT. Further evidence of a well-mixed layer is the nearly constantprofile seenin the water vapor mixing ratio.
Vertical profiles of potential temperaturethrough the boundary layer for 12 March
of one-hour (a) and two-hour (b) forecasts from the OSU and FFOSU models are shown
in Figure 12. Both models captured the change in the PBL thermal structure reasonably
well. All differences are within a few tenths of a ‘C, which is close to the 0.5’C mean sensor error typical for balloon sounding sensors,such as those used by CLASS, so theseresults indicatelthat both models provide satisfactory temperatureprofiles.
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Figure 11. CLASS potential temperature (a) and water vapor mixing ratio (b) profiles
(b) profiles observedat 13,14 and 15 LT 12 March 1992.

3.6 Measured and Modeled Moisture Profiles
Consistent with the well-mixed condition revealed in the potential temperature
profiles, the water vapor mixing ratio profiles for CLASS and both FFOSU and OSU
models show little variation. Figure 13 shows vertical profties of water vapor mixing ratio
through the afternoon of 12 March. There is virtually no temporal change in the vertical
moisture profile (within sensorerror) between the CLASS soundingsfrom 13 LT through
15 LT (Figures 13a, b). One- and two-hour forecasts of vertical moisture profiles generated using FFOSU model tendenciesalso show little change.These results are consistent
with the nearly constant 10 m mixing ratio shown by the FFOSU model and the increase
shown by the OSU model (Figure 10). Both models describethe well-mixed situation accurately, although the OSU model has biasesthat are consistentwith the previously mentioned 10 m error. FFOSU provides accurate 10 m moisture but is also too moist aloft,
although more accuratethan the OSU model in this case.
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4.

FTJTUREWORK

STORM-FJESTdata setsprovided an opportunity to perform a useful exercise for
evaluating the potential value of the OSU PBL column model as part of a DAVS nowcast
system. A complete answer to these questions can be obtained only by running the model
for extendedperiods, at multiple sites and with ample validation data. Data collected from
the Memphis ITWS and NASA wake vortex experiments will provide an opportunity to
evaluate the performance of the original OSU and modified FFOSU models in an airport
environment over an extendedperiod. It will be of particular interest to see if the FFOSU
model, by using observed rather than modeled surface fluxes, follows the observed
atmosphericvariation more closely than the OSU model.
A number of issueshave been identified that will need special attention regarding
the DAVS-NS ability to maintain an accurate vertical profile using measured surface
fluxes. It will be possible using the MEM data sets to address some of these issues,
including:
l
representationof stable boundary layers
l
representationand timing of evening transition from well-mixed to stable PBL
l
representationand timing of morning transition from stable to well-mixed PBL
l
accuracy of modeled time series of temperature and moisture at 10 m, 20 m, 30 m
and 40 m (using MEM wake vortex 45 m tower sensordata)
l
ability to diagnoseturbulent kinetic energy (from 45 m turbulence sensor)
l
evaluatemagnitude of the model spin up problem.
Other more complex, long-term issuesthat need to be addressedin the long term include:
l
decoupledelevatedmixed layers
l
effect of clouds abovethe boundary layer
l
regional scaleforcing
l
clear-air cooling
l
forecastcapability
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5.

SUMMARY

With the recent advances in boundary layer sensor and column modeling
technology, we are studying the possibility of developing an operational column model to
provide continuous vertical profiles of atmosphericstructure or “sounding”. SeveralITWS
products could benefit from the information that this model could provide.
One concern for an operational column model is that of providing regionally representative surface fluxes over complex surfacecharacteristics.An attractive possibility is
to use measuredsurfacefluxes. In this implementation, the column model would be part of
a Dynamic Atmospheric Vertical Structure Nowcast System (DAVS-NS) that would use
observedsurface fluxes to maintain a “current sounding”. Initial tests of this concept using
archived data from the 1992 STORM-PEST experiment have been encouraging. The
Memphis test bed data set will provide an opportunity to conduct a more thorough evaluation of the potential for this technology.
Our limited evaluation indicates that the OSU and FFOSU models provide a good
starting point for the diagnosis of the PBL potential temperature and water vapor mixing
ratio profiles. There is evidenceof spin up instability and the possibility of undesirablesensitivity in the moisture analysis. We plan to look carefully at these factors in our future
evaluations.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ASTER
CLASS
C&V
DAVS-NS
FAA
FFOSU model
Hz
IOP
ITWS
km
LT
~~
m
mb
mm
MEM
NASA
NCAR
NEXRAD
OSU model
PBL
SAV
SF0
STORM-FEST
SVAT
TDWR

Atmosphere-SurfaceTurbulent ExchangeResearchfacility
Cross-chainLoran Atmospheric Sounding System
Ceiling and Visibility
Dynamic Atmospheric Vertical Structure Nowcast System
FederalAviation Administration
Flux-Forced OSU model
Hertz
Intensive ObservationPeriod
Integrated Terminal Weather System
kilometers
Local Time
meters
millibars
millimeters
Memphis International Airport
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration
National Center for Atmospheric Research
Next GenerationWeather Radar
Oregon StateUniversity column model
Planetary Boundary Layer
State-of-the-atmosphereVariable
San FranciscoInternational Airport
STORM - Fronts Experiment SystemsTest
Soil-Vegetation Atmospheric Transfer
Terminal Doppler Weather Radar
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